
The Official eLogbook 
Information Booklet 

Welcome to eLogbook, the only electronic logbook solution approved by the New 
Zealand Transport Authority and New Zealand Police. This kit contains all the 
essential information you need to know about becoming an Accredited eLogbook 
Trainer (ALT).  

Thank you for your interest in becoming an Accredited 
eLogbook Trainer. At Mobile Intelligence Limited, we are 
proud to be making a positive contribution to the safety of 
all New Zealand road users by developing and supporting 
an electronic logbook application, designed to aid in the 
compliance and fatigue management of drivers.

We are looking to recruit trusted and respected partners 
from the trucking community to help spread this valuable 
tool to transport communities as part of their consulting 
services. If this sounds like an exciting opportunity to take 
advantage of, I would like to invite you to read on to see 
how you can become a sought after eLogbook consultant 
and trainer in you region.

eLogbook is a brand owned by Mobile Intelligence Limited 
(MIL), which is a privately-held company that helps businesses, 
large and small, deal with the complex and constantly evolving 
regulations that affect their operations every day.

MIL has a vision to be the leading Electronic Compliance & 
Safety Service Provider to NZ’s Transport Industry, enabling 
them to cost effectively meet the compliance, regulatory, and 
safety needs of their customers and employees eLogbook is 
uniquely positioned to provide fleet owners with a hosted 
service for all of their Work Time Rules compliance needs with-
out the cost or complexity of current methods or any IT infra-
structure and support.
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No more logbook hassles
make the job easier with
eLogbook

WHAT IS eLogbook?
eLogbook moves the New Zealand transport industry to take advantage of everyday technology. With an 
app running on a Smartphone, eLogbook is a tool to manage and improve driver compliance to Work Time 
Rules. This tool will manage and improve all phases of driver compliance to work and rest times.

For drivers equipped with eLogbook, there's no longer a need to complete paper forms. Drivers record work 
status on their smartphone, and this information is sent back to the eLogbook web portal. This information 
can then both viewed in real-time for the current day or reviewed by date.

The best part about the eLogbook, is that it is FREE OF CHARGE to any driver or operator who wants to 
get rid of their paper logbooks and switch to a more efficient solution.

The benefits of using an electronic logbook over a paper logbook is numerous, here are a few:

TRAINING AND SUPPORT
As an Accredited eLogbook Trainer , you will have access to one-on-one training sessions. You will also be 
able to access a library of training videos and tutorials to watch whenever you need to refresh your 
knowledge.

We encourage you to connect with us via Twitter(@eLogbookNZ), where you can stay up to date with the 
latest news and happenings. As an ALT, you will also receive periodic e-mail newsletters filled with case 
studies, success stories, and hints and tips on how to utilize the eLogbook as part of your consulting toolkit.
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WHY USE eLogbook

Compliance
Instantly verify that your Drivers are fully 
compliant using the online dashboard. See any 
violations, Current Work status, earliest Start for 
net shifts.

Fatigue Management
As road transport is your business you want your 
drivers working safely, not less. eLogbook 
enables positive fatigue management systems to 
ensure the safety of drivers and increase safety 
for all road users.

Productivity
With better and easier tracking of hours of work 
and rest, Slash the time you spend chasing and 
reviewing paper log book pages Drivers are able 
to track hours easily with no calculations.

Free to use
Electronic logbook software is free for drivers 
and operators to use. Save $$$ no longer 
purchasing paper logbooks.

Full visibility
Bring your drivers into the 21st Century. 
Real-time work time status information is 
through the operator portal. Giving visibility of 
the fleets current work loads.

Go Green
eLogbook supports your sustainability and green 
policy. No more storage of physical logbooks.



Becoming an Accredited 
eLogbook Trainer

BECOMING AN ACCREDITED ELOGBOOK 
TRAINER (ALT)
To get the word out about eLogbook, we are looking to appoint 
ALT’s to use the eLogbook as part of their consulting services to 
the trucking community. We believe that it is inevitable that 
eventually all drivers will be required to use electronic logbooks, 
so getting in the game this early can potentially provide a major 
boost to your income!

HOW IT WORKS
Each ALT is assigned one of 11 territories throughout New 
Zealand. As an ALT, You will have exclusive rights in your 
territory to provide eLogbook training as part of your consulting 
services. As an ALT, you will be the ‘go-to’ person in your 
territory for eLogbook training, and as the only ALT in your 
territory, your expertise will become sought after as more and 
more drivers and operators adopt the use of eLogbook. The sky is 
the limit!

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES

BECOME AN ACCREDITED 
ELOGBOOK TRAINER BY FOLLOWING 

THESE SIMPLE STEPS:

Read eLogBook ALT 
introduction booklet

Meet eligibility 
criteria

Choose territory

Submit application 
form

Approval

Training

Provide services

As an ALT, you will be the exclusive representative for one of the 
territories outlined on the map below:
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Apply to become an 
Accredited eLogbook 
Trainer

APPLY NOW!

APPLICATION FORM

First Name:

Contact No.:

Last Name:

Email Id:

What area are you interested in:

If you are excited about the positive change that the eLogbook can bring to the New Zealand transport 
industry, and feel that you meet the eligibility criteria, we would love to hear from you.

Please complete the form below and send it to address. We will review you application, and advise you 
whether or not application has been successful.

Thank you for wanting to become a part of an initiative to make New Zealand roads safer, and we look 
forward to hearing from you!

There a limited number of territories available so apply now to avoid disappointment!

I meet the following Eligibility Criteria to become an Accredited eLogbook Trainer (Place a tick � in the 
boxes that apply):

Please provide a short description and why you would make a good eLogbook Accredited Trainer:

Kindly fill your details and email the form to info@elogbook.co.nz

Experience in the transport or allied industry

Sales or consulting experience

Ownership of or intention to purchase an Android device

Adequate Transport to cover the territory
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